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Marketing Plans that Work! 
(If you work them!) 

Rules about marketing plans: 
 
1. Have one. Or two. (We’ll talk about why on Point 3 below).  Consider a "Customer Service 
Program" as well as a “Marketing Plan or Strategy".  A true marketing plan is just where and 
how you market the property. What we call Marketing Plans are mostly “Customer Service” 
plans.  Consider splitting those items out for clarity and to show the Seller (if they are 
interviewing) that you understand the difference. 
 
2. Don’t have everything in the world possible on it. Just the stuff you’re going to do. Nothing like 
saying you’re going to do things and not doing them (being out of integrity) to ruin your attitude 
and your business relationship. 
 
3. Change it up depending on the listing.  What you do for a potential $15K commission is 
different than what you do for a $4K one.   
 
4. Be flexible to add “specials” to it to get a listing if you need to.  
 
5. Don’t gloss it over… “here’s my marketing plan”. TRULY go over it with the Seller in detail 
once they sign the contract.  Consider LAMINATING their “unique plan” to give them to check 
off as you do each item or cross off it they don’t want that item (think: sign, open house, brokers 
open, neighborhood open, postcards to neighborhood, door knock neighborhood, flyer/brochure, 
etc. Some people don’t WANT some of those things) DO keep your own copy and check of what 
you do, as you do it, and send them an update each few days. This shows ACTION vs 
waiting…  
 
6. Be sure part of the plan includes price adjustments if it doesn’t sell. Or a “Part 2 Marketing 
Plan” that you’ll go over if they don’t sell in XX days (30, 60, 90). 
 
7. Be sure you are giving OPTIONS that they decide on in your plan. Think: 6% price reduction 
vs three 2% reductions 4 days apart; deciding to rent if it doesn’t sell; doing repair/upgrades vs 
pricing the cost of those less 10-20% doing-it-trouble premium, Pre-appraisal; Pre-Home 
Inspection to be part of the Sellers’ Disclosure, 3-2-1 buy-downs, offering closing cost or 
paint/carpet credits, offering incentives to agents. 
 
8. Consider clear sections listed as: “What ALL agent do for you” - “What MOST agents do for 
you” - “What our Company does for you” and "What I do that’s unique and most agents Don’t 
Do” - Remember to quote what Realtors’ promise vs what Agents are required to do by law if 
you are a Realtor; Your E&O insurance (not everyone carries it); etc. 
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9. DON’T leave a copy with them unless they sign the contract. 
 
10. DO have a clear list of what are THEIR responsibilities and what are YOUR responsibilities. 
Example: YOU have to have the house looking PERFECT for photos and showings and 
especially for the appraisal… I have to make sure the photographer takes a ton of pics to 
choose from and pay him for that service;  YOU have to have the property available to show at a 
moment’s notice “The way you live in a house and the way you sell it are 2 different things… 
vacuum your way out of the house every day and leave lights, music on in case of a short notice 
showing”.  I have to be available when that short notice call comes in and make arrangements 
for the showing. 
 
 
Items for Customer Service Plans: 
-Pricing it right so you sell days after hitting the “pool of buyers” vs languishing and having to re-
attract the market. 
-Professional Services like photographer, stager, pre-appraiser/pre-home inspector, 
videographer, arial views -Discuss if you use a higher quality image and show examples 
of “regular picture/professional one”.  
-Assistants - Get the Team for no additional cost - not a one-man shop / I do it all so you’re not 
handed off to assistants (you can sell either, but be clear) 
-Photos/wording for MLS and advertising (professional, examples) 
-Floor plan rendering software 
-Alternate colors of rooms or exterior (because buyers have no imagination) 
-Amenities and location used in your unique marketing 
-Vendors they can trust (handymen, painters, carpet, storage company, moving company, etc) 
-Follow up on showings 
-Regular (weekly, bi-weekly) CMA updates with immediate strategy should stats and comps 
change 
-Call capture services and lead follow up service 
-Services during the listing and pending process including things like “when you list, the first 
thing we’ll go over is the top XX things you can do to get the MOST for your home the 
FASTEST (this is an entirely different list including things like: change your mailbox and house 
numbers; put plants at the front door and keep it immaculate; hire a cleaning service for twice a 
week during marketing time and before appraisal and final walk-through; remove wallpaper and 
paint; etc.) This is ONLY shared IF they list with you. 
-Services post closing 
-Your ability to be non-attached to their decisions because you work hard to have plenty of 
business... (Some agents “need” every deal. I’m here for YOUR best interest and if you decide 
that holding the property is best for you, I’ll always support that) 
 

http://petapixel.com/2015/03/12/my-photos-helped-sell-a-home-in-8-days-after-it-was-on-the-market-for-8-months/
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Items for Marketing Plans: 
-Signage for Daily use vs Signage for Opens (massive) 
-MLS Tricks - Reverse marketing, Systematic Price Reductions, Changing photos and wording, 
Filling out every box, etc. 
-Access (lockbox, personally being there, showing services) - access IS part of marketing. “If 
they can’t see it, they can’t buy it”. 
-Advertising to public and more importantly, to AGENTS (80-90% of buyers will use another 
agent, my job is to sell to THEM too) - Note: This INCLUDES internet marketing, social media 
marketing; office meeting marketing, Print marketing, call marketing (sly-dial the 
neighborhood?); opens/broker opens; unique url for your home like www.youraddress.com; 
craigslist; postlets.com 
- Neighborhood and or Agent surveys/contests featuring your property... with prizes to the 
winners 
-How you USE the items in Customer Service:  photos; flyers; wording; floorplans; video to 
attract buyers (I use all 27 photo slots including floor plan on one for buyers and agents) 
- Co-Op Broker Fee and Incentives 
-Postcards 
-Flyers/Brochures (including how to buy using various financing options; lifestyle marketing vs 
feature marketing; etc.) 
-Door Knocking 
-Open Houses -done RIGHT…There are many types of opens, cover them if you are 
willing… One I’ve seen that’s “extra” is one for neighbors before open to public enlisting their 
help to find a buyer FAST so you don’t have to reduce the price and affect THEIR 
values… another “extra” is an Evening Open with great lighting, backyard tiki 
torches/firepits/solar lighting on paths/wine and cheese and fruit and dessert bites. Think: 
elegant party) 
-Upgrade to Realtor.com so your listings show up first. At a cost of $XX per year. 
-Purchased Buyer Leads that advertise your listings as priority. Like Zillow.  At a cost of $XX 
per year. 
-Bonuses or Incentive options for Seller to choose or not choose 
 
As mentioned above but more detail: Strategic pre-planned price reductions to KEEP your 
listing in everyone’s email-box (why doesn’t everyone do this? It’s such a simple and effective 
marketing technique!) 
 
What is not part of Customer Service or Marketing - Yes, should cover, but not as part of 
marketing or customer service. 
-Your experience 
-Your or your company’s “ranking” 
-Your designations 
-Your negotiation skills both during the sale and the inspection or appraisal negotiations 

http://www.youraddress.com/
http://postlets.com/
http://realtor.com/
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-Expertise of the contracts - both listing side and selling side 
-Expertise of estimated net sheets 
-Continuing Education (what you’ve done and what you have coming up including Summits 
meeting with top agents from across the country… be sure to tell them if you do those across 
franchise boundaries… this is a big plus rather than being in one bubble... 
 
Cut and paste, pick and choose, and send me anything MISSING that should be here! 
 


